Coastal areas are strongly affected by storm surges. Combined with the high tide and large waves, storm have devastating effects along the coasts. Sea surface height variations are measured by coastal tide gauges. These sensors are dampened to minimize the effects of wave on the measurements of the tide. Recently, Global Navigation Satellite System-Reflectometry (GNSS-R) demonstrated a strong potential for the monitoring changes of the Earth surface. Thanks to the deployment of permanent GNSS station networks in many countries, this technique can be applied when a permanent geodetic GNSS station is located on the shore. A new approach for real time GNSS-R using a single receiver was available at SOCOA (43° 23’ 42.86”N; -1° 40’ 53.83”W) GNSS tide gauge station to identify Xynthia storm signatures. The combination of the SSA (Singular Spectrum Analysis) and CWT (Continuous Wavelet Transform) method for GNSS-R signal analysis can improve the accuracy of this application. The performance of the new GNSS-R approach is evaluated by classical tide gauge and meteorological data, observed during the 2010 Xynthia storm in France.

In this study, we used 3 months of records (January-March 2010) from a GNSS geodetic station from the permanent network of RGP (Réseau GNSS Permanent), deployed by the French Geographic Institute (IGNF), located in Socoa, in the south of the Bay of Biscay, to determine the tide components in GNSS-R signals and identify Xynthia storm. During this period, the Xynthia storm hit the French Atlantic coast the 28th of February 2010 causing large floods and damages from the Gironde to the Loire estuaries.

Using both SSA and CWT methods, we demonstrated that we are able separate blindly the tide and the atmospheric pressure of the storm signatures from the raw GNSS-R signals. These SSA and CWT methods succeed to separate the contributions of periodic tides, atmospheric pressure (with the decrease due to the Xynthia storm), waves etc. Each contribution is compared with independent data for validation.

After separation, we found a correlation of 0.98/0.97 and RMSE of 0.21/0.28 m between the tide gauge records of Socoa and our estimates of the SSH using the SSA and the CWT respectively. A correlation of 0.7 between atmospheric pressure from a meteorological station and a mode of the SSA is found. Particularly, a correlation reach to 0.76 when combining the surge and atmospheric pressure.